The most common type of mutations (~ 40% of 2000) in the cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR) mutation database are the missense mutations that result in a single residue change. However, the exact mechanism as to how a single amino acid variation can render the entire 1480-residue CFTR protein dysfunctional is not well-
understood. Here we investigate the structural effects of single amino acid replacements in the extracellular (ECL2) loop region using helical hairpin constructs derived from transmembrane (TM) helices 3 and 4 of the first membrane domain of human CFTR. By systematically replacing the wild type residues at two CF-phenotypic sites E217 and Q220 with the other 19 common amino acids, it was shown by circular dichroism spectroscopy that a single residue change can result in a significant change in helicity for the resulting hairpin. In most cases, increasing hydrophobicity of the mutant is associated with increasing helicity and SDS-PAGE gel-shift, likely reflecting alterations in protein-lipid interactions; Leu mutants, in particular, showed the most dramatic increase in helicity at both positions. Charged residues have relatively diminished effects on helicity at E217 but not at Q220. The CF-phenotypic mutant E217G showed a similar gel-shift pattern to wild-type, but significantly increased helicity when compared to wild-type, while the CF-mutant Q220R showed similar helicity but an increased gel-shift to the wild-type. The overall results illustrate the range of impacts on protein structure that single mutations can evoke -and suggest in structural terms how CFTR mutations can escape in vivo quality control mechanisms during biosynthesis, yet still induce CF disease once they reach the apical membrane.
